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A method is proposed to perform computer simulations of protein dynamics in the long-time regime. The
method is based upon a Monte Carlo technique. The only molecular degrees of freedom considered are bond
rotations. All other degrees of freedom including the amide plane torsions are kept rigid. These constraints
approximately account for all interactions related to chemical bonding. An individual Monte Carlo step adopts
the Go and Scheraga algorithm where local conformational changes in a small window of the protein backbone
are performed. By using correlated rotations, the conformation of residues outside the window remains
invariant. To test the reliability of the method, the nonbonded interactions are turned off in the present
application. Exact statistical averages are compared with values obtained from data of computer simulation
involving 2 X 1.06scans of the window along the protein backbone. Time is related to the number of scans
of the window along the protein backbone. End-to-end distance autocorrelation functions decay to l / e of its
initial value in about 10'-104 scans of the window algorithm. Time decay follows a stretched exponential
Kohlrausch decay law. 0 1993 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc

INTRODUCTION
From the work of X-ray crystallographers, a detailed
molecular structure of several hundred globular proteins is now a~ailable.'-~
Enzymes that have specific
functions belong to this important class of proteins.
This has opened the possibility to study the relationship between protein function and structure. In
the last 15 years, it has become obvious that in many
cases the protein function can only be understood
by considering also protein flexibility and dynamics.
Protein denaturation depending upon pH, salt concentration, or temperature and the preference of the
protein for its distinct, native structure as a result
of a very specific folding p r o c e ~ s ~rely
- ~ upon dynamical processes.
The dynamics of proteins and in particular of functional processes occur on many time scales ranging
from femtoseconds to hours. There are many experimental techniques to investigate the relationship
of protein function and dynamics. Each time regime
requires specific methods. Computer simulation of
protein dynamics is now becoming a universal tool
to study this relationship on an atomistic level of
description.'- I L
The conventional tnethod of computer simulation
of protein dynamics is based upon the solution of
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the classic equations of motion for each atom. Due
to the fast intramolecular vibrational degrees of freedom, the time step of propagating the solution is
normally 1 fs. This limits the present-day application
of this method to the calculation of a small number
of trajectories up to the nanosecond time regime.
However, many functionally important motions
(fims) in proteins occur in the micro- to millisecond
time regime,13.14By using holonomic constraints, one
can eliminate stiff degrees of freedom as, for instance, the high-frequency bond stretching vibrations of OH and NH.I5-l9This allows to increase the
elementary time step of propagation by a factor of
2 with a corresponding speed up in execution. However, it does not pay off to eliminate also the lowfrequency bending vibrations because the algorithm
used to fulfill the constraints needs more computer
time than can be saved by increasing the time step
of propagation.I8
By evaluating ensemble averages from data of a
molecular dynamics simulation, a subtle problem
arises if some degrees of freedom are fixed by constraints. As pointed out by Fixman," the problem is
related to the vanishing of momenta that are conjugate to the constrained degrees of freedom. To
obtain correct values for the ensemble averages, the
Jacobian of the metric tensor characterizing the potential hypersurface of the unconstrained degrees of
freedom must be taken into a c c o ~ n t . ' ~If- ' this
~ in-
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fluence is ignored, the distribution of dihedral angles
of a chain molecule is nonuniform even in the absence of any intera~tion.'~J~
In the present approach, dynamics is described in
the overdamped diffusion-like regime where inertial effects relating to the metric tensor are negligible. For instance, direct use of bond rotations in the
present treatment guarantees a uniform distribution
of dihedral angles.
In polymer science, Monte Carlo methods are
often used. Normally, one investigates equilibrium
properties of polymers?0-22With some caution23this
technique can also be used to simulate the dynamics
In these applications, the monoof
mer units of a polymer are often treated as structureless point-like particles placed on the grid points
of a regular lattice (on-lattice polymer model). The
geometry of the lattice refers to the bond lengths
and bond angles of the polymer model. Polyethylene
with tetrahedral bond angles (log"), for instance, corresponds to the diamond lattice. A simple Monte
Carlo method employs the so-called pivot or wiggle
a1gorithm;l where the Monte Carlo steps are rotations around single randomly chosen bonds. This
method involves large displacements of monomer
units that are far from the rotation axis. Therefore]
these Monte Carlo steps cannot be related to realistic
dynamical fluctuations of the polymer model. Further, for densely coiled polymer conformations this
simple sampling method becomes inefficient. In
many cases, monomer units overlap strongly after
an attempted conformational change such that the
new conformation is not accepted.
An important aspect to simulate polymer dynamics with a Monte Carlo method is a proper choice
for the elementary Monte Carlo steps. They have to
resemble realistic dynamic fluctuations of the polymer conformations. One of these methods is based
upon the reptation
where a monomer unit
is cut at one end and pasted at the other end in an
arbitrary orientation. This method is efficient. But,
it cannot easily be applied to heterogeneous polymers with different side chains like a protein. Local
conformational changes involving only a small number of monomer units from an on-lattice polymer
model can be obtained by using kink jump or crankshaft r n ~ t i o n s ? An
~ , ~analogous
~
algorithm for offlattice polymers with fixed bond lengths and bond
angles involves rotations around six or more bonds.
For spacially extended monomer units, such an offlattice algorithm is c ~ m p l i c a t e d For
? ~ ~instance,
~~
onlattice simulations leave the chemical structure of a
polymer model intact because the geometry of the
lattice accounts for bond lengths and bond angles
of the polymer. For off-lattice simulations of polymers, numerical instabilities can arise, as will be
discussed later.
Monte Carlo methods have also been applied to
simulate protein structure and dynamics. In the off-
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lattice simulation of protein dynamics, chemical
bonds and bond angles are flexible?O Hence, often
newly created conformations have a high energy because they involve a considerable amount of bond
stretching or bond angle bending energy. This leads
to low acceptance rates of Monte Carlo steps and
renders the method inefficient. Globular proteins
have a definite native three-dimensional structure
that is determined by specific interactions of protein backbone and residues. The on-lattice simulation31-33 cannot easily be generalized to account
for the individually different residues of a protein.
However, recent
uses a special grid that can
provide a detailed protein backbone model.
The type of dynamics that can be handled by a
Monte Carlo method is a stochastic diffusion-like
motion on the potential energy surface in the coordinate space. The dimension of this space is given
by the number of explicitly considered degrees of
freedom. The method does not account for kinetic
energy contributions as does the dynamics based
upon Newton's equations of motion. Hence, smallamplitude atomic motions due to high-frequency harmonic vibrational modes cannot be described correctly in contrast to large-amplitude drift motions of
molecular groups. In this spirit, a Monte Carlo technique can be used to solve a generalized Langevin
eq~ation."~
A major problem of this approach is the lack of
knowledge of the time unit referring to a single
Monte Carlo step. To solve this problem, one can
make an adjustment to the characteristic time scale
of a key experiment. This can, for instance, be Mossbauer spectroscopy, which provides detailed information on the dynamics of iron-containing proteins
in the time regime from
to
s . ' ' ?Another
,~~
possibility to gauge the time unit of Monte Carlo
steps is the comparison with data from a benchmark
calculation, where protein dynamics is simulated by
solving Newton's equations of motion over long
times.
What gain can be expected by performing a protein dynamics simulation with a Monte Carlo
method, where all stiff degrees of freedom (bond
lengths and bond angles) are kept rigid? Fast vibrations involving large restoring forces and small-amplitude motions are eliminated. The remaining degrees of freedom give rise to coherent motions of
molecular groups large enough to avoid rattling motions of small molecular groups in their solvent cage.
The eliminated vibrational degrees of freedom can
serve as a heat bath and impose a strong damping
mechanism that renders the motion of the molecular
groups diffusion-like. With these effects, the time
unit of elementary Monte Carlo steps can be expected to be several orders of magnitude larger than
the elementary time step appropriate to propagate
Newton's equations of motion. By comparing the
data of computer simulation with the Rouse polymer
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model, a time unit of roughly 15 ps per Monte Carlo
step has been estimated?6 After turning on the nonbonded interactions, a single Monte Carlo step requires a considerable amount of computer time comparable to the time step to propagate Newton's
equations of motion (see also the conclusion). Together, we consider this method to be more efficient
and suitable for the simulation of protein dynamics
in the long-time regime.
In this article, we introduce an idealized model for
the protein backbone (next section) and an algorithm for local conformational changes of the protein
with rigid bond lengths and bond angles (third section). For the present application, the nonbonded
interactions are turned off. In the fourth section, we
present results on equilibrium properties; next, time
correlation functions of the dynamics of a protein
backbone are discussed. That section provides a
check on the proper statistical and dynamic behavior
of the algorithm. Future developments of this approach are discussed in the final section. An interaction scheme of the window algorithm that yields
a new local conformation is described in the Appendix.

PROTEIN BACKBONE MODEL
We start with an idealized model of the protein
backbone, where the majority of the degrees of
freedom are frozen. This is justified because normally bond length variations of the protein backbone do not exceed 0.05 A and bond angle variations are below 5". Further, the amide planes
defined by the four consecutive backbone atoms
CI(a)-('i-NI+
l-Cl+ l ( a ) remain planar with torsion angle deviations of less than 50.12 All these degrees of freedom are kept rigid. Hence, the only degrees of freedom left for the protein backbone
motion are the rotations around the C,(a)-N, bonds
(rotation axis G I ) and around the C,(a)-C; bonds
(rotation axis I?,).
As a test case for an algorithm of conformational
changes, we consider a simplified version of the
amide plane that constitutes the repeat unit of the
protein backbone. It has the appearance of a letter
envelope with a rectangular shape (see Fig. 1). The
C(a) atoms are situated at diagonal corners of the
rectangle. The rotation axes point from the C ( a ) atoms toward the N and C atoms in the central part
of the amide planes. They are given as linear combinations of the unit vectors a; = @I&
and ij =
hI/lh,/,
which span the j t h amide plane as follows:

Figure 1. Cartoon of t h e j t h amide plane used for test
simulations of the protein backbone. The_ rectaegle is
spanned by th_e pair Of orthogonal vectors A, and BI.The
rotation axes C, and N,,, point from atom C,(cw) to C; and
from atom C,, l(cr) to N,,,, respectively. All atoms including the hydrogen atom HI+, and the oxygen atom 0, are
in the amide plane. In reality, the latter atoms are not
exactly in the corners of the regular rectangle. Capital
letters refer to nonnormalized vectors. The corresponding
vectors of unit length are denoted by lowercase letters.

where

For a more realistic shape of the amide planes, the
coefficients a and p assume slightly different values.
All vectors denoted by lowercase symbols are of unit
length.
The model amide planes are pasted together by
requiring that the angle between the rotation axes
iij and E j at the Cj(a) atom is tetrahedral, i.e.
1
-

(3)

3

+

This can be fulfilled by adding t h e j
1 rectangle
in the plane of t h e j rectangle as follows:

(4)

This orientation corresponds to a trans-cis configuration with torsion angles (C,- l-N7-Cl(a)-CJ)
4, = 180" and (N3-C3(a)-C,-N,+1)
(G; = 0". A
random configuration of the protein backbone is obtained by adding a new amide plane first in the plane
of the preceding amide plane. Then, the new amide
plane is rotated by random angles about the two
rotation axes at the common C(a) atom. The application of the rotation operations is facilitated by the
fact that all rotations interchange because the rotation axes are not space fixed but body fixed.
Without precautions, the above-described algorithm that produces a random protein backbone conformation is unstable. Each time the freshly pasted
amide planej
1 is rotated around the two axes

+
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?iil+l and Z l f l , about one significant digit is lost. As

a result, the basis vectors GI + and + spanning the
new amide plane are no longer exactly orthogonal.
The validity of the recursion scheme is based upon
the orthogonality of the vector pair and on the
right-hand side of eq. (4). Hence, after a few amide
planes have been pasted at the protein backbone
according to the recursion relation (4) all significant
digits are lost. This problem can be avoided by applying infinitesimal rotations to the vectors t and
iI+ each time a new ( j + 1)th amide plane has been
pasted. The infinitesimal rotations with axis *al+I x
6 , + l are applied in such a way that they reinstall
orthogonality but do not change the orientation of
the rotation axes Z,+ and ?il situated in the freshly
pasted amide plane.

WINDOW ALGORITHM
We seek an algorithm to perform local conformational changes, where three consecutive amide
planes of a protein backbone are moved without a
change in the other parts of the protein. For this
purpose, we consider a piece of five amide planes
from the protein sequence. Only the three amide
planes in the window are supposed to undergo a
conformational change (Fig. 2). The f i s t (0) and last
(4) amide planes, as well as the rest of the protein
sequence, remain invariant. There is a total of eight
rotational degrees of freedom involved in a conformational change of the three amide planes in the
window. The corresponding rotation axes of unit
length are fii, Cj,j = 1, 2 , 3, 4.To count the number
of conditions that must be fulfilled to keep the remaining part of the protein backbone invariant, it is
convenient to assume that all rotations are applied
toward the amide planes with increasing index. With
this convention, the orientation of the 0th amide
plane remains invariant. Conformations obtained
with other conventions may differ only by a rotation
window algorithm of conformational changes

I

I

invariant

I

I

variable

I

I

invariant

Figure 2. Segment of the idealized protein backbone.
The amide planes numbers 1, 2, and 3 in the window are
considered to undergo a conformational change that
leaves the 0th and 4th amide planes invariant. The tetrahedral angles between the vector pairs Nj and Cj remain
at 109".

of the whole protein backbone. To keep the fourth
amide plane outside of the window invariant, one
has to fulfill a total of six conditions, three for the
absolute position and three for the orientation of the
fourth amide plane in agreement with the equivalent
Go and Scheraga a l g ~ r i t h m ? Hence
~ , ~ ~ two of the
available eight rotations can be performed with arbitrary angles and the remaining six unknown rotation angles are determined by fulfilling the six constraining conditions. Go and Scheraga28have shown
that the problem can also be simplified to a single
albeit complicated algebraic equation by eliminating
the other unknowns with a series of substitutions.
Each choice of the arbitrary rotation axes requires
its own specific scheme of eliminating the unknown
rotation angles. For a window with three amide
planes, one has two arbitrary rotations that can be
at (i) = 28 different positions. Such combinatorial
problems are one reason that the original Go and
Scheraga algorithm method has not been taken up
yet for intensive computer simulations.
We now propose an algorithm where these problems are simplified to some extent. For this purpose,
we introduce a cut at one of the four C ( a ) atoms
within the window of three amide planes. The cut
can also be at one of the edges of the window. Rotations are applied toward the cut such that only
amide planes situated between the corresponding
axis and the cut are rotated. Hence, by applying a
set of rotations in the window the amide planes are
normally loosing contact at the position of the cut.
Further, the two rotations whose axes are situated
at the C(a) atom of the cut are needed no longer.
The remaining six rotations have to fulfill now four
conditions only. To keep the two pieces of the protein backbone together, the Cartesian components
of the corresponding C ( a ) atom from either side of
the cut must coincide. This provides three conditions. The fourth condition is given by restoring the
bond angle of the C ( a ) atom at the cut to the value
of 109". By introducing the cut, the number of conditions is reduced from six to four, corresponding
to a gain in computational speed.
The four conditions are now formulated for a window with three amide planes where the cut position
is at the edge of the window where the C,(a) atom
w i t h j = 4 is situated. Generalizations to other cut
positions are straightforward. The independence of
solutions on the chosen cut position can be shown
easily. The rotations around the axes ZI and fil with
angles A and $ are denoted by the operators gJand
-J
N ' respectively. The fist three conditions can be
fulfilled by requiring that the sum C RJof the diagonal
vectors RJ = i j + B, of the three amide planes in
the window does not change after a conformational
transition is performed:
3

c (RJ

J=1

-

By')

=

0

(5)
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The new transformed diagonal vectors are given by

2.=
.1

n CNj1,'0'
.i

k= 1

-k-k

(6)

The superscript zero denotes structural quantities
from the old conformation. Without a superscript,
they refer to the new conformation. The condition
for the angle between the rotation axes Z4 and ?Ii4at
the cut position is given by
(7)
The rotation axis Z4 is situated in the fourth amide
plane outside the window. Therefore, it remains invariant, Z4 = 2.iol. For the other cut positions, one
has to pay attention that some of the rotations have
to be applied in the opposite direction toward amide
planes of lower indices.
The window algorithm is performed such that one
chooses first the two random rotation axes and then
the corresponding random values for the angles of
rotation. The cut can only be located at a C(a) atom
where one has not placed one of the two random
rotation axes before. That means for a window of
three amide planes with four possible cut positions
one or two cut positions are blocked by the two
arbitrary rotations. The window algorithm is performed at all the remaining two to three possible cut
positions unless one has already found a solution
for the considered window. For a larger window
containing four amide planes, there are five possible
cut positions and a total of 10 rotational degrees of
freedom involved. Again, two rotational degrees of
freedom are blocked by the cut. Another four degrees of freedom are eliminated by the conditions
that have to be fulfilled at the cut position. The four
remaining rotational degrees of freedom can be chosen arbitrarily. They block at least two and at most
four cut positions. As a consequence, one to three
possible cut positions are available. For a window
containing five or more amide planes, it is possible
that all cut positions are blocked by the choice of
the arbitrary rotations. Then, one has to choose an
algorithm that avoids the
The coupled transcendental eqs. (5)-(7) are solved
by a multidimensional Newton-Raphson method.
For details, see the Appendix. After having completed the window algorithm, the orthogonality of
the three pairs of vectors tij, ijspanning the amide
planes j = 1, 2, 3 in the window is reinstalled by
applying infinite2imal rotations around the corresponding tij x bj axes. This procedure avoids numerical instabilities that accompany the gradual loss
of orthogonality of iti and 6;.
The Monte C&lo n;ethod (s performed by choosing
a random position for the window. Accordingly, one
complete scan of the window algorithm along the
backbone corresponds to N - 2 randomly chosen

windows for a backbone of N amide planes. Conformational changes in the two terminal windows
containing three amide planes from either end of the
protein backbone are not subject to constraints. In
this case, the angles of all six rotational degrees of
freedom are chosen arbitrarily. The arbitrary angles
are randomly chosen from an interval [ - cp, cp]. The
performance of the algorithm depends also upon the
maximum size of the angle interval for the various
cases. The maximum angles vend, cp&nter, cp:enter, and
qcutrefer to the six angles of rotation in a terminal
window, the two arbitrary angles in a center window,
the four angles determined in a center window, and
the two angles at the cut position of a center window,
respectively. Normally, qcutis set equal to cp:.enter and

+

0
1
(Pcenter 5 (Pcenter.

TIME-INDEPENDENT
EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES
The Monte Car10 method of dynamics simulation
with the window algorithm is by far not the most
efficient technique to obtain equilibrium properties
of a protein backbone in the absence of nonbonded
interactions. The reptation algorithm is, for instance
more efficient but cannot easily be generalized to
heterogeneous polymer models?l Nevertheless, it is
instructive to calculate equilibrium quantities and
check in this way the degree of ergodicity and the
statistical accuracy that can be obtained by the window algorithm. If not otherwise stated, all calculated
quantities are obtained from a statistical ensemble
involving 2 x lo6 scans of the window algorithm
along a protein backbone of 24 amide planes.
The most relevant quantities are the fist-, second-, and fourth-order moments ((&$m)i),6 = x,
y, z, i = 1, 2, 4, of the end-to-end distance distribution. Thereby, the end-to-end distance vector of
n consecutive amide planes
+n

R$" =

c

j= - n

(8)

kl@"A/zI

refers to the center part (namide planes) of a larger
protein backbone sequence of N amide planes. The
rectangular brackets [. . .] stand for the entire function. The Rj are the diagonal vectors of the amide
planes, Rj = i j + kj.F9r numerical yaluation of
the moments, we take Aj" = 0.5 = Bj" such that
iij" = 1. In Figure 3, the normalized scalar product
of the fist-order moments (Rhw)2/nand the relative
deviations of the second- and fourth-order moments
from the exact values

(c

5=ru,z

(fky')'/

c

(&$%&)

-

1

i

=

2,4

5=rv,z

(9)
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show no systematic n dependence. This tells us that
I
the statistical accuracy of the second-order moments

"
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number of amide planes

Figure 3. Equilibrium statistics of the end-to-end dis-

tance distribution as a function of the number of amide
planes. The considered amide planes are taken from the
center part of a simulated protein backbone made of 24
square-shaped amide planes whose diagonal vectors are
of unit length. The nonbonded interactions of the model
protein vanish. The displayed results are based upon a
Monte Car10 dynamics of 2 X lo6 scans of the window
algorithm along the protein backbone. The initial configuration is taken randomly as described in the text. The
conformations are saved after each 10th scan of the window algorithm. The angle parameters governing the acceptance of conformational changes by the window algorithm are given as vend = 180", ~p&,~,
= 15", and
qfenter
= 50" = pcut.
From top to bottom (for values of n
larger than lo), the three curves represent the normalized
scalar product of the fist moments ((R$?))2/nand the
relative deviation of the second and fourth moments of
the end-to-enddistance distribution according to expression (9).

are depicted as a function of the number n of the
considered amide planes. The exact values of the
first-order moments vanish. For the second-order
moments, Flory's treatment?8yields the following exact expression:
1

- ((lZkm)z)
=

n

41 (6 + fi)
-

3

- (2
8n

+ fi)(l - 3-9

(10)

For the fourth-order moments, the finite size effects
caused by the geometric constraints in analogy to
eq. (10) are not know exactly. But, rather accurate
values can be obtained by numerically evaluating the
average fourth-order moment of 5, for a statistical
ensemble of random protein backbone configurations, which are constructed as indicated in the second section. We performed this calculation for an
ensemble of lo6 random configurations, where the
statistical error is less than 0.1%.
The devia;tions of the normalized second-order
moments ((RiN))2)ln
in the dynamics simulation are
small. Their absolute values do not exceed 0.02 and

depends rather upon the size of the total protein
backbone unit whose dynamics is simulated. Similar
conclusions hold for the fourth-order moments. The
normalized scalar product of the first-order moment
increases roughly linear with the number n of considered amide planes. In the last part from 18-24
amide planes, the scalar product of the normalized
first-order moments decreases. This is due to the
fact that the motion of the three terminal amide
planes on both ends of the protein backbone is not
subject to any constraints. Hence, this part of the
backbone relaxes almost instantaneously to equilibrium and cannot contribute to the statistical error.
The first-order moments involve also an averaging
over different orientations of the considered part of
the protein backbone. They vanish if the underlying
statistical ensemble covers not only all conformations but also all orientations of the protein backbone.
The deviations of the moments from their exact
values monitor possible nonergodic behavior of conformational fluctuations of the protein backbone
model. An ensemble of 1000 independent protein
backbone conformations obtained with the algorithm described in the second section provides statistical errors of the same magnitude. Hence, the
simulated protein backbone conformations of 24
amide planes are roughly independent of each other
after 2000 scans of the window algorithm. These
values are in agreement with the behavior of the time
correlation functions discussed in the next section
and indicate the absence of nonengodic behaviour.
To clarify this point further, computer simulations
with better statistics are in preparation.

TIME CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
A time course of conformational changes for a protein backbone of 40 amide planes is depicted in Figure 4. The initial configuration is a perfectly
stretched all trans (4 = 180" = $)-protein backbone
conformation. By following the time evolution of the
end-to-end distance, one observes that the initial
length shrinks dramatically during the first few thousand scans of the window. A typical equilibrium
value of the end-to-end distance can be obtained by
calculating ((k~~o))2)1'2
= 32 A according to Fl~ry:?~
Between 12,500 and 17,500 scans of the window algorithm, the end-to-end distance starts to increase
for the first time. This marks the onset of equilibrium
fluctuations of protein backbone conformations and
is related to the second-order moments of the endto-end distance distribution. However, the overall
orientation of the configurations is still strongly correlated with the initial configuration, as one can see.
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start configuration

40 planes 161.9 A

other autocorrelation function refers to the secondorder moments:

scans
LOO0

66.1

A

8000
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51.9 A

17500

55.1 A

22500

3 5 . A~

28000

46.8 A

Figure 4. 7 Snapshots of the time evolution of the all
trans (4 = 180" = (/)-conformation of 40 amide planes
as a projection on the plane of the initial configuration.
The amice planes are of rectangular shape with A," = (2.8
A)2 and B; = (2.4 A)z. The number of scans of the window
algorithm along the protein backbone is given at the left
side. At the right side, the end-to-end distance of the model
protein backbone is monitored. The angle parameters governing the window algorithm are qend= 60", qtente,= 15",
- 0 and qEenter
= 00 - qcot.
For explanation, see the text. The
probability to obtain a valid solution for these parameters
is about 0.5.

The final configuration after 28,000 scans of the window algorithm appears to be more compact than the
previous configuration at 22,500 scans, even though
the end-to-end distance has a larger value. This indicates the onset of orientation relaxation of the
protein backbone.
To characterize the time evolution of the Monte
Car10 dynamics of the protein backbone model, we
consider two different autocorrelation functions of
the end-to-end distance vectors, eq. (8). In the following formulas, the superscript N referring to the
length of the whole chain has been omitted. The
angular autocorrelation function

monitors the orientation relaxation of the protein
backbone in analogy to the fist-order moments. The

It monitors structural relaxations of breathing motions of the protein backbone. Such correlation functions have often been considered in polymer science.WQ,40
Both time correlation functions are obtained by
replacing the ensemble average by a time average
(13)
where the time-dependent function f stands for Rn
or 22,respectively. For discrete equidistant time
points, eq. (13) reads

The time increment At corresponds, for instance, to
one scan of the window algorithm along the protein
backbone and M + 1 is the total number of considered conformations. Both time correlation functions
are normalized such that ai(t = 0) = 1 and @;(t =
x ) = 0, i = 1, 2.
Simulation data corresponding to the elapsed time
of the considered time correlation function are no
longer available for the time average. Hence, depending upon the amount of elapsed time the ensemble averages of the correlation function exhibit
small time-dependent drifts. These drifts appear as
unphysical oscillations and negative values of the
time correlation function, in particular when its
value gets close to the statistical error. To avoid such
phenomena, the mean values of the second-order
moments in eq. (12) are evaluated symmetrically
with respect to the time interval available. This is
accounted for by using time averages analogous to
eq. (13):

Figure 5 depicts the time decay of the secondorder moment autocorrelation function @g(t) of a
chain segment of 14 amide planes located in the
center part of a protein backbone of 24 amide planes.
The semilogarithmic plot demonstrates clearly that
the decay is nonexponential in time. The same is
true for the time decay of Q 1 ( t ) (not shown in a
figure). By following the build-up of the time correlation function @g(t)with increasing size of the
underlying statistical ensemble, one can conclude
that the time decay is reliable at least up to 4000
scans. With increasing time, there are systematic de-
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Figure 5. Time autocorrelation function @(t), eq. (la),
of the second moments of the end-to-end distance distribution of 14 amide planes from the center of a protein
backbone of 24 amide planes on a semilogarithmic plot.
All parameters governing the Monte Carlo simulation are
the same as in Fig. 3. From top to bottom, the four curves
refer to ensemble averages based upon Monte Carlo simulation data from the first 1.0 x lo", 0.5 x lo6, 1.6 x lo",
and all 2.0 x 10" scans of the window algorithm along the
protein backbone.

viations. The time decay seems to be slower for
smaller statistical ensembles.
In Figure 6, the dependence of log,,[ - ln(@i(t))]
on log,,(t) is depicted. With this type of plot, one
obtains straight lines for single exponential and
stretched exponential decay laws:
f(t)

=

exp[ - ( t l ~ ) ~ ] 0 < a

(16)

I
1

The initial time decay pattern up to a value of
@&(t)= 0.20 follows closely a stretched exponential
decay law. Below this value, the decay slows. This
can be traced back to the quality of the underlying
statistical ensemble, which is no longer reliable at
1.o
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such small values of the time correlation function.
At even smaller values of the time correlation function, namely, at @ ( t ) = 0.02, the time decay exhibits
an irregular behavior merely governed by the statistical error. Without the special form of the secondorder moments, eq. (15), used in the time correlation
function, eq. (12), the value of @(t) soon gets negative and oscillates at longer times.
There is no significant n dependence of the value
of the correlation function where the irregular behavior sets in. This time is in agreement with the
behavior of the statistical errors of the second-order
moments. It confirms our earlier conclusion that the
quality of the calculated moments of the end-to-end
distances depends only upon the total length (N =
24) of the simulated protein backbone and not upon
the length of the considered center part.
The time correlation functions of the first-order
moments are also plotted such that a stretched exponential decay law appears as a straight line (Fig.
7). In this case, the validity of the decay law is not
so obvious. In particular, small chain segments of
only one or two amide planes seem to reorient initially relatively fast. However, at later times they are
slowed so much by the influence of the other 12 or
11 amide planes that are attached on either side of
the considered 1 or 2 amide planes that the character
of the decay law changes. This influence diminishes
if larger portions of the simulated protein backbone
are considered.
The classic Rouse mode141describes polymer dynamics by a system of beads sequentially connected
by harmonic springs. This model can be solved analytically. As long as the nonbonded interactions are
not turned on, the protein backbone model is closely
related to the Rouse model. The present window
algorithm is similar to kink jump motion^"^^^ of onlattice polymer models. Computer simulations have
demonstrated that the dynamics of on-lattice polymer models of 16 beads and smaller agree
q~antitatively"~with dynamics from the Rouse
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Figure 6. Time autocorrelation function 4'4(t),eq. (la),
a s a function of time. The unit time is 10 scans of the
window algorithm along the protein backbone. The double
logarithmic plot is such that a stretched exponential decay
appears as a straight line. The parameters governing the
Monte Carlo simulation are the same as in Fig. 3. From
top to bottom, the decay functions refer to a chain length
of 2,4,8, and 16 amide planes in the center of the simulated
protein backbone of 24 amide planes.
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Figure 7. Time autocorrelation function al(t)as in Fig.
6. Here, the decay functions refer to n = 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 ,and 16
from top Wbottom.
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model. An analytic analysis for this surprising fact
has been given by Orwoll and St~ckmayer.~'
Major
differences from the classic off-lattice Rouse model
are the angular constraints contained in the present
model. These constraints give rise to disconnected
solution manifolds for the window algorithm as discussed by Go and Scheraga?* In its present form,
the window algorithm allows for gradual and continuous conformational changes only. A switch between solution manifolds of a particular window requires beforehand conformational changes in other
windows that allow to merge the corresponding
manifolds. In this sense also, on-lattice kink jump
models allow for all kinds of changes between different solutions manifolds. Hence, the short time dynamics of the off-lattice protein backbone model is
expected to be slowed as compared to the dynamics
of the Rouse model. This can be related to a
stretched exponential decay law. At long times, the
decay of a finite system must become monoexponential as for the Rouse model. However, the present
day set is not large enough to observe the asymptotic
behavior. For long chains (greater than 100 monomers), the Rouse model exhibits stretched exponential decay at short times. For short chains, the time
decay is different but still similar as for the present
model. A quantitative comparison with the Rouse
model is given in a separate note.36It provides a time
unit of 15 ps for a single scan of the window algorithm.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The Monte Carlo method with the window algorithm
has not been developed to evaluate time-independent averages. For polymer and protein models that
are as idealized and simple as the present model,
there are much more efficient methods to accomplish this task.1Y-22,24,25,30-32,39,40
Nevertheless, the statistical averages obtained for short chains are close
to the exact values and provide no hints for a nonergodic behavior of the method. The important point
is that the present model can be used for computer
simulation of time evolution.
Generalizations to realistic protein modeling will
proceed as follows. The vector pair spanning an
amide plane and the corresponding normal vector
provide a body-fixed local basis system whose origin
is at the position of the corresponding C ( a ) atom.
These local basis systems are used to place the individual atoms of the corresponding residue. A conformational change is fiist calculated with respect
to the amide planes by using the window algorithm.
Then, all atoms of the protein model are placed with
respect to the appropriate local basis systems. Now,
the nonbonded ener,gy of the new conformation is
calculated. The new conformation is accepted ac-
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cording to the Metropolis algorithm?' This procedure constitutes a complete Monte Carlo step.
In the present simulations where the nonbonded
interactions are turned off, the probability for acceptance of a Monte Carlo step is typically somewhat
below 50%. The energy criterion of the Metropolis
algorithm will reduce the acceptance probability further. To enhance the acceptance probability, one
can, for instance, minimize the conformation energy
of the four residues that are in the actual window
of the protein backbone. This is a mixed type of
algorithm where the protein backbone conformations are at nonvanishing temperatures but the residue conformations are locally at zero temperature.
Such mixed algorithms have been applied before to
study the protein folding problem.5
A major problem is to find the proper time scale
for the Monte Carlo steps. Two strategies have been
mentioned in the introduction. One possibility is a
comparison with benchmark calculations. The other
possibility is a comparison with key experiments.
The latter possibility has the advantage to provide a
more realistic estimate. On the other hand, the actual
values for the normalization of the time scale depend
probably specifically upon the considered protein
molecule and cannot be transferred easily to other
systems. Further, the comparison of computer simulations and experimental data is limited to certain
key features. With the availability of large amounts
of computer time, a benchmark calculation based
upon the propagation of Newton's equations of motion can be performed more easily.
Other less expensive variants to gauge the time
unit are benchmark calculations of small systems
that are matched with the results from a corresponding Monte Carlo calculation. Then, the results of the
small systems are extrapolated to larger systems by
using scaling procedures, based upon Stokes law."4
However, this method can fail if heterogeneous effects from the protein surface become important.
There may even be some time scale problems with
the conventional method of computer simulation of
protein dynamics. Protein dynamics inferred from
fluorescence depolarization data in the 10-100 ps
time regime can be a factor of 5 slower than data
from computer simulation of protein dynamic-s." At
longer time scales, the discrepancies could even be
larger?5 A more detailed interaction potential involving time-dependent atomic partial charges and
atomic polarizations may improve this situation. All
the preceding arguments indicate that the time scale
problems can only be solved by a combined effort
from several methods including information from
experimental data. Nevertheless, we hope to be able
to tackle these problems in the near future.
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The nonlinear eqs. (5), (6), and (7) can be linearized
by replacing the rotation operators Ej(+) and
(d;.)
by the corresponding infinitesimal rotation operators

cj(

+ +j6j x

and

1 + cCljZj x

I

I

and the rotation operations after a successful iteration step are always applied to the starting configuration (superscript 1 = 0).

APPENDIX: SOLVING EQUATIONS
(5), (6), AND (7) BY THE
NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD

1

tained from the Newton-Raphson method are accumulated:

(All

respectively. Here, the cross symbol denotes the vector product. Accordingly, eqs. ( 5 ) and (6) can be
simplified to yield

j=l

The superscript zero at the vector symbols denotes
that they refer to the initial configuration; the superscript 1 denotes that they belong to the new 1
times iteratively corrected configuration. At the first
step of the iteration (1 = 0 ) , the vectors belong to
the original starting configuration, where the righthand sides of eqs. (A2)and (A3) vanish. Of course,
also the solutions +j and cClj depend upon the number
1 of iterations.
To save computer time, it is useful to perform the
two rotation operations with arbitrary but known
rotation angles before the Newton-Raphson method
is applied. For the sake of clarity, let us assume that
the two arbitrary rotations are around the axes f i r
and Z, (rand s are taken arbitrary from 1,2,3),which
are located at the atoms C,(a) and C,(a). We now
assume that all vectors with a zero superscript refer
to the initial configuration where, however, the two
known rotations are already performed. This yields
linear equations in the four unknowns {cPj, $ , j = 1,
2, 3}\{&, I,!J~},which are obtained from eqs. (A2)and
(A3) by omitting the corresponding terms in the
sums of the left-hand sides. To avoid roundoff errors
from repeated rotations, the angles of rotation ob-
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